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Reverse Narrative

1. Start with the ending

2. Tell the story in reverse order
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END TIMES
PROPHECY

Luke 21:29-33
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THE SECOND COMING
(PART TWO)
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“When will the end come?”
 Messianic pretenders will abound, don’t be fooled (21:8)
 Wars and rumors of wars will be common, don’t be alarmed (21:9)

 Earthquakes, roaring seas, famine & plagues will be widespread (21:11, 25)
 Terrifying sights and great signs will occur in the heavens (21:11, 25-26)
 Widespread persecution will give rise to opportunities to witness (21:12)
 Believers betrayed by family and friends, hated by all and martyred (21:16)
 Jerusalem destroyed, and its Jewish inhabitants slaughtered (21:20-24)
 Gentiles will have dominion over Jerusalem (21:24)
 Great anguish on the earth among nations (21:25)
 Fear, anxiety and confusion will reign among the people (21:25-26)
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The Second Coming Luke 21:27
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Then they will see the Son of Man coming 
in a cloud with power and great glory

These things will happen 
before the Second Coming, 
they are not simultaneous 
with the Second Coming.

Matthew and Mark make it clear, 
the situation will be so dire at the end 

that no one would survive without 
God’s intervention and Jesus’ return.
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Before, Not At the End

 Luke 21:9b (CSB) 
9… Indeed, it is necessary that these things take place 
first, but the end won’t come right away.” 

 Luke 21:12 (CSB) 
12 But before all these things…
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So Jesus, knowing their thoughts, and likely seeing confusion 
on their faces, tells them a parable to help explain.
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Parable of the Fig Tree Luke 21:29-33
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29 Then he told them a parable: “Look at the fig tree, and all the 
trees. 30 As soon as they put out leaves you can see for yourselves 
and recognize that summer is already near. 31 In the same way, 
when you see these things happening, recognize that the kingdom 
of God is near. 32 Truly I tell you, this generation will certainly not 
pass away until all things take place. 33 Heaven and earth will pass 
away, but my words will never pass away.
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29Then he told them 
a parable: “Look at the 
fig tree, and all the 
trees. 30 As soon as they 
put out leaves you can 
see for yourselves and 
recognize that summer 
is already near. 31 In the 
same way, when you 
see these things 
happening, recognize 
that the kingdom of 
God is near.

 The fall of Jerusalem validated Jesus’ prophecy and 
started the clock ticking; God’s plan is marching 
forward toward completion.

 While it will come suddenly, like a thief in the night, 
the Second Coming will not be a surprise.  It will be 
announced by all of creation and visible to all.

 Cosmic signs occurred on the day of the crucifixion, 
and their resumption and intensification will 
indicate the end is growing near.

 The increase in social discord and international strife 
will also serve as warnings, like birth pains. 

 So, Jesus is telling His disciples, both then and now, 
to keep our eyes open for what God is doing.

THE KINGDOM IS NEAR
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32Truly I tell you,
this generation will 
certainly not pass 

away until all things 
take place. 

 Jesus told His disciples that “this generation 
will certainly not pass away until all these 
things take place.”
 This is one of the most difficult passages in Luke, 

and on the surface, it appears problematic.
 “This generation” is very specific and if Jesus was 

referring to the disciples then we know that all of
those things did not occur during their lifetime.

 Was Jesus wrong? Did His prophecy fail to come true? 
 Many critics point to this verse to deny Jesus’ deity 

and undermine His authority.
 So, to whom is Jesus referring?

THE FINAL GENERATION?
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32Truly I tell you,
this generation will 
certainly not pass 

away until all things 
take place. 

 The identity of the “generation” has been 
hotly debated for centuries. Here are a just a 
few of the more common views:
1. He was telling the disciples that they would live to 

see His second coming.
2. He was referring to an entire race, the Jews as a whole.
3. He was referring to all humanity, or to the evil

generation of mankind.
4. He was talking about quality, not time -- “this 

generation of the righteous” will not pass away.
5. He was referring to the people who would be alive 

when the end-times cosmic signs started (v. 25).

THE FINAL GENERATION?
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32Truly I tell you,
this generation will 
certainly not pass 

away until all things 
take place. 

 The last option best fits the context and 
answers the question asked in verse 7.
 The generation of which Jesus spoke is the one that 

will be alive when the signs of the end times start 
occurring. 

 Just as the appearance of leaves indicates summer is 
near, so also will those signs reveal that the second 
coming is near.

 The answer to the disciples’ question: Christ will return 
soon after the appearance of the final signs.

 Thus, the final generation will be limited to those 
saved after the rapture of the church (which will take 
place before the tribulation begins).

THE FINAL GENERATION?
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33Heaven and earth 
will pass away, but my 
words will never pass 
away.

 This is not a hyperbolic statement form Jesus; 
heaven and earth will indeed pass away.

 After the millennial kingdom comes to an end on 
earth, God will destroy the present heaven and 
earth and create a new heaven, and a new earth, 
and a new Jerusalem (Rev. 21 & 22).  

 It will be a spectacular place, beyond belief and 
Jesus is busy preparing it for us as He promised.

 Jesus will be there Himself with all of the saints, for 
all of eternity. Neither His word nor His presence will 
ever pass away.

 We shall be His people, and He will be our God. 
Finally and forever!

CONFIDENT ASSURANCE
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DELIBERATE DISCIPLESHIP
 At the rapture, the church meets Christ in the air; at the second 

coming, the church returns with Christ to the earth. 
 At the rapture, the church goes to heaven; at the second 

coming, the church returns to earth with Christ in His glory.
 Don’t wait for the rapture to occur or the cosmic signs of end 

times to start afterward; turn your heart toward God now and 
accept His free gift of salvation.

 The rapture is imminent and signless; the second coming has 
shocking and distinctive precursors. Dark days will follow the 
rapture, don’t wait for them to make your decision.

 Are you ready?
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